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A Short Perspective: Mutual Fund Growth in the US and Globally, and 

Reassuring Lessons during Periods of Stock Market Turmoil  
 
NEW YORK, NY – October 16th, 2007 - First, a few observations: 
 

• Mutual fund assets in the US have increased by $1.6 trillion so far this year, similar 
to their gains in all of 2006, bringing industry assets to $12.8 trillion during October 
(open-end funds, closed-end funds, VA underlying mutual funds, and ETFs) 

• While demand for index funds (including ETFs) has been rising, so has been the demand 
for actively managed funds. For all of 2007, SI projects net flows to actively managed 
stock and bond funds to near $265 billion, the highest amount of the past decade 
and second only the all-time record of $296 billion reached 14 years ago, in 1993. 

• While mutual fund expansion in the US has been strong, mutual fund expansion in Asia 
has been even more dramatic. As reported by StrategicInsightGlobal.com, stock and 
bond mutual fund flows in Asia are projected to reach $450 billion, nearly matching 
the combined growth in the U.S. and Europe for 2007. 

 
In the context of the worldwide mutual fund industry already reaching $27 trillion, having grown 
$3 trillion in each of the past two years, we share some asset retentions and shareholder 
redemption lessons, some recent, many from a longer-term perspective.  
 
The corrections of stock prices worldwide during the summer once again raised concerns about 
mutual fund investors’ redemptions. Arguably, beyond the de-leveraging of hedge funds and 
other managed asset pools, accelerated stock mutual fund redemptions, coupled with falling stock 
fund new purchases, would combine to result in large stock fund net redemptions. This would put 
further pressure on stock market liquidity and price levels. 
 
“Yet, in our many studies of mutual fund redemption activity, we have observed that stock 
market price declines lead to redemption spikes that are always limited in scope, short-lived, and 
non-recurring, and fund portfolio managers always “buffer” net redemptions spikes” commented 
Avi Nachmany, Strategic Insight’s Director of Research.  
 
This past summer, once again, US mutual fund investors remained committed to their long-term 
horizons, and market-turmoil-triggered redemptions were miniscule: SI estimates that just two in 
1000 of invested stock fund dollars were redeemed defensively during the summer months, in 
reaction to the sharp decline of stock prices after July 19th.  
 
 

Overall, the Pace of Equity Fund Redemptions Has Been Declining 
 
Fears of a vicious circle of mutual fund redemptions following stock market breaks, which 
would in turn feed further price declines and even more redemptions, were time and again 
disproved by actual events during past stock market declines. Looking back at almost 60 
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years of fund history (including research done by the ICI), we have concluded that capital 
preservation driven withdrawals have always been short lived, non-recurring, and limited 
in magnitude.   
 
The intuitive belief in accelerating redemptions contradicts the empirical evidence documented 
since the 1940s in both the U.S. and selected foreign markets. SI actually observes that during 
times of financial uncertainty, investors reduce (not increase!) the turnover of their 
financial assets; thus redemption activity tends to decline during a bear market, with the 
exception of brief and modest spikes during sharp down-market weeks. Investor 
psychological aversion to realizing losses partly explains such bear-market behaviors. 
 
Overall, the major change for equity mutual funds in an extended period of market 
uncertainty, as in the past, will not be overwhelming redemptions but a decrease in new 
purchases. But steady retirement investing (including steady fund-of-fund demand and the 
impact of the Pension Protection Act), dollar-cost-averaging deposits, an accelerating shift from 
individual stock (scary) dependency outside and inside retirement plans, and opportunistic buying 
will prevent equity fund net redemptions from remaining sustained and large.  
 
First, let’s review equity fund redemption patterns of the lengthy bull and periodic bear markets 
of the past two decades. The data below covers equity fund redemptions for each month since 
1986, a period when equity mutual fund assets grew by a factor of roughly 40, from a little over 
$100 billion to over $8 trillion. 
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Monthly outflow rates = redemptions and intra-family exchanges, as a % of fund assets; data through June 2007  

The chart captures this reassuring phenomenon of overall asset stability by measuring the 
pattern of transferring money out of an equity fund. It combines two types of outflows reported by 
the ICI -- redemption activity out of the fund family (and into funds at another family, consumption, 
or non-fund investments) as well as intra-family fund exchange redemptions (from one equity fund to 
other funds within the same family, whether other money fund, bond fund, or alternative equity fund).   
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− First key observation: monthly turnover rates, on average, have remained 
extraordinarily stable and have been trending lower.   

 
Constant asset attrition and periodic spikes are inherent traits of the asset management business. 
Industry-wide, monthly outflow rates ratios typically fluctuate within a narrow range, around 2-
3% of assets, and only rarely exceed this range, including during periods of market volatility 
and uncertainty. When they do occur, redemption spikes are modest, short-lived, and non-
recurring. Note that in the late 1990s, the main redemption spikes were due to temporary 
opportunistic switching into a bubbling NASDAQ 5000.  
 

− Second key observation: a large portion of on-going redemptions, as well as much of the 
temporary redemption spikes, are driven by the actions of a tiny portion of shareholders 
within our industry. 

 
The “heterogeneity” of redemption action was studied by the ICI as well as fund managers, where for 
each measurement period, generally three-quarters of investors are inactive while a small percentage 
of investors reach defensively or opportunistically. Shareholders within DC plans are even more 
inactive. 
 
Bottom line, the vast majority of investors are the “buy and hold” kind, and it is only a small 
number of very active investors (both retail and institutional) who drive up the “average” 
redemption rates. You can read more in the ICI’s Fundamentals review, “Redemption Activity 
of Mutual fund Owners” March 2001 (http://www.ici.org/pdf/fm-v10n1.pdf).  
 
Furthermore, opportunistic switching, common among direct funds in the late 1980s, has become 
even more marginal in the fund business today. The industry’s rejection of many such clients (and 
the virtual disappearance of abusive time-zone arbitrage traders), coupled with the poor performance 
results of many over-confident active traders, have contributed to lowering the frequency of timing 
activity in equity funds over the years. Furthermore, the migration of traders and timers into 
diversified or specialized ETFs further reduced their relevance to core mutual funds.  
 
Those interested in learning more about shareholder actions over bear market cycles will benefit from 
an illuminating study released by the Investment Company Institute. ICI’s study of shareholder 
redemption activity from the 1940s through 1995, published in early 1996 
(http://www.ici.org/pdf/per02-02.pdf), concluded, “In none of the stock market breaks and 
sharp declines in equity prices, have stock fund owners liquidated shares en masse”. 
 
 

More Information and Alternatives, Yet Less Market-Driven 
Redemptions 

 
Fund investors in past decade have faced an onslaught of temptations and disappointments: the 
temporary failure of actively managed funds (from 1994 to 1998), deep chasms between value vs. 
growth styles and large cap vs. small cap investing, instantaneous access to financial information, the 
proliferation of legions of market gurus, expanding fund supermarkets where a mouse click can easily 
facilitate switches between funds and between funds and stocks, periodic sharp corrections in stock 
prices, increasing volatility, the Internet and its implications, and a growing number of investment 
alternatives such as direct stock purchase, ETFs, and managed accounts. Under such circumstances, 
one would expect a major structural change in the pattern of fund ownership, with a large 
number of investors constantly going in and out of funds.  
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How did fund investors actually respond to the dramatic changes? Apparently, they did not 
react very much at all, as captured in the chart above. And when they did, it was generally the result 
of the active actions of a small minority of investors, as suggested previously.  
 
Of course, while overall industry redemption rates remain reassuring, for many individual fund 
managers this has not been the case. In fact, fund managers and each of their funds constantly face 
retention challenges, and the potential of rapid asset withdrawals is ever present. 
 
 

History Lessons: Equity Fund Investors Net Redeem Little Even 
During Periods of Market Stress; And Portfolio Managers of Equity 

Funds Net Redeem Even Less 
 
Equity Fund Net Purchases: Portfolio Managers vs. Investors Jan 1996 – Aug 2007 $B
 

 
 
Source: Strategic Insight Simfund, ICI Trends 
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The worst-case scenario sometimes implied by market commentators involves large-scale fund 
investor redemptions initiating a self-reinforcing spiral of portfolio liquidations and falling stock 
prices. This argument ignores the historical patterns of reassuring redemption activity captured 
graphically above as well as the fact that over $300 billion are currently held as liquid resources 
among the nation’s equity mutual fund programs, which facilitate portfolio managers’ paced 
trading activity within their funds even during times of extreme market stress. 
 
Cash positions of most equity funds are more than adequate to respond to liquidity needs, even 
during a period of peak redemption activity. Cash held and other liquidity facilities are generally 
higher than the monthly outflows the industry might face during even the most volatile daily or 
weekly periods (of course, individual funds may be vulnerable to excessive liquidations). Note 
that, over the last decade, new credit facilities to mutual funds have diminished the importance of 
“liquid asset ratio” as a sole measure of funds’ ability to meet sudden, unexpected redemptions. 
Also, more funds also use highly liquid ETFs as an alternative to cash. 
 
Cash holdings and liquidity facilities over $300 billion serve not only as a buffer against 
excessive short-term liquidations in a bear market (as such holdings did during past market 
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Crashes) but could also support price levels through opportunistic buying of stocks by 
portfolio managers at lower prices.  
 
Let’s study the 2000-2002 bear market, by some measures, the worst in many years. 

ed only 
rely; in every other month, they net purchased common stocks. And portfolio managers in such 

 
et redemptions by equity fund investors equaled about 0.9% of their total holdings.  This 

anagers always act as a buffer; their purchasing patterns lag investors buying activity, and their 

ations of 
ommon stocks were often less than the volume of net redemptions by investors for that 

hen equity / balanced fund investors net redeemed $21 billion in March 2001, portfolio 
managers were still buying ($6.4 billion in common stock net purchasing according to the 

− 
ors’ $31 billion in net redemptions. 

t of 
lio managers engaged in $9.3 billion of 

− ors’ 
month of $57.3 billion. During this month (following a short period 

 
The evi  do 
provide positive liquidity to the stock markets, counterbalancing downward price 

re 
 outflows 

-recurring in most cases, but they also rarely serve as a 
irect indicator of whether the fund manager is a net seller or a net buyer of stocks at that 

 up: fund investors have never redeemed en-masse. And their portfolio managers 

 
ICI monthly trends data (depicted above) shows that equity fund investors net redeem
ra
funds net redeemed even less. In September 2001, a period of great concerns, very modest net 
liquidations by equity fund portfolio managers (under $10 billion) were only a third of 
shareholders’ net liquidations, buffering against and mitigating the emotional selling pressure. 
 
And let’s put investors’ net redemptions last September in proportion. During this scary month,
n
translates to $9 dollars out of every $1000 invested; $991 out of every $1000 stayed put. 
 
The bottom line: the structure of the mutual fund business drives the reality that portfolio 
m
redemptions also lag and mitigate short-term emotional redemptions by investors. 
 
The chart above illustrates that equity mutual fund money manager net liquid
c
month.  
 

− W

ICI). 
During September 2001, portfolio managers net sold only $9.5 billion, in contrast to 
invest

− In June 2002, investors responded to the sharp NAV decline by pulling $18 billion ou
equity and balanced funds, whereas portfo
positive net buying. 
In the following month, July 2002, PMs net sold $33.2 billion, about half of invest
net redemptions that 
in which the DJIA collapsed from over 10,000 to about 8,000 in less than two months), 
investors’ net redemptions equaled only to 1.7% of overall stock fund assets.  

dence suggests that on a short-term basis, mutual fund portfolio managers

movements. This fundamental characteristic of mutual fund investing is becoming mo
important to recognize, especially when alarming estimates of weekly or daily cash
in equity funds are discussed. 
 
Not only are these outflows non
d
time. 
 
To sum
have net liquidated little even in times of large price declines. 
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Reassuring Past, but Is This Time Different? 
 
The economic exp

hen Iraq invaded 
Kuwait, the U.S. was in economic recession, news of job cuts and layoffs dominated 

e 

• 
nterest rates to deal with rising inflation. 

• 

In e h more). Yet, 
as sugg n the chart on “Equity Funds Outflow Rates”, overall equity fund redemption 

ng-Term Focus Is Appropriate 

O
ccounts, are held in dedicated tax-deferred retirement accounts (IRAs and rollovers, 401(k), 

, many investors accept that, “it is all paper gains and paper losses until 
ou actually pull the money out after retirement”. And even for people in their 60s and 70s, the 

 

rgued that inactive investors should be 
oncerned about down stock and fund prices only if they plans to redeem soon. In contrast, those who 

rs of 

In its 22nd year, Strategic Insight is a wel r the mutual fund and wealth 
anagement industry, providing clients with in-depth studies, consultation, and electronic decision 

 

eriences past decades were at times quite frightening.  
 

• 1990 – 1991: Iraq's invasion of Kuwait and the ensuing Gulf War.  W

headlines, business investment had dried up, and Washington was grappling with a collaps
in real estate prices and the massive S&L crisis. 
1994: The crisis in Mexico (with an overnight currency devaluation of 50%) and in many 
emerging markets, along with a run up in global i

• 1997: The “Asian contagion”, with the collapse of currencies across Asia. 
1998: The implosion of the Russian ruble and huge losses by the hedge fund Long Term 
Capital, bringing global capital markets to the brink of disaster. 

• 2000-2002: Collapsing stock prices, political upheaval, and an attack on the U.S. 
 

ac  case, stock markets dropped, with the amount varying from 15% to 30% (or 
ested i

patterns remained stable and within a narrow band. 
 
It Is Mostly Retirement Money, thus Lo

 
ver 62% of equity / balanced mutual fund assets, and maybe 70% of all equity mutual fund 

a
variable annuities outside and inside qualified plans, etc.). Retirement investments have contributed 
well over $100 billion annually to the mutual fund business. Investing for the long-term, and 
focusing on stock funds as the center of one’s “strategic asset allocation”, has remained the 
leading theme for most. 
 
While somewhat simplistic
y
process of drawing on and spending their retirement investments can take 20 years or longer 
(such reality is at the core of the rapidly-growing Target Date Fund-of-Funds). Thus, many 
retired investors correctly believe that only the small portion of their portfolios that they expect to 
spend in the next few years should be out of the “market”. This portion is generally more than
covered by their proportion of fixed-income holdings. 
 
In essence, and while emotionally unsettling, it can be a
c
will be net buyers in the coming years, and “keepers” for the long-term and during the many yea
their retirement, should find price declines a buying opportunity. 
 

* * * 
 

l respected research firm fo
m
support systems. SI clients are responsible for about 90% of all U.S. mutual fund assets. Strategic
Insight also serves many Wall Street research and banking firms, service companies, and many of the 
largest asset managers in Europe and Asia. For more information, visit www.sionline.com.
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